Conservation of adapting components in auditory-nerve responses.
The responses of single auditory-nerve fibers of Mongolian gerbil were studied using tonal stimuli. The peristimulatory adaptation of firing rate in response to tone bursts presented in quiet and during a background stimulus is described quantitatively. The total transient response which can be produced to the onset of a tone burst, whether presented in quiet or as an intensity increment, is limited and appears to demonstrate a form of conservation. Specifically, the total numbers of spikes produced by the rapidly adapting component, and the slower short-term adaptation component, are proportional at all intensities, and are limited for each fiber. Furthermore, when an incremental stimulus is presented on a background, the total transient response to the background and to the increment is limited and depends upon the final intensity, not the background intensity. When the presumed underlying synaptic drive is derived by removing the effects of refractoriness from the spike train, the same conservation of the transient response components, and proportionality between rapid and short-term components, are observed.